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Abstract - In synchronous digital systems, a clock is defined as the periodic synchronization signal used as a time reference 
for data transfers. This clock signal must be available at each flip flop, latch, counter etc. of an integrated circuit so that these 
elements may perform synchronized functions. This synchronization is done with the help of Clock distribution networks 
and hence they are an important part of synchronous circuits. This clock distribution networks significance is such that it 
finds applications in systems ranging in size from medium scale circuits to large multimillion transistor microprocessors and 
ultra-high-speed computers fully utilize this synchronous operation. Despite significant advances in the last decade, modern 
clock distribution faces practical design problems as well as performance limitations thus necessitating a high efficient clock 
networks for reliable operation of Integrated circuits. This paper makes use of LT spice XVII in designing the schematics 
and simulation of different categories clock distribution networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
For the purposes of computation and proper 
functioning, clock signals are necessary in 
synchronous circuits for synchronizing different data 
signals generating from different parts of the circuit. 
As this clock determines the characteristics of the 
circuit it controls, it is essential that this clock signal 
which goes to all processing elements must be clear 
of any timing uncertainties. Ideally, the clock signal 
generated from one source must reach all the 
processing elements in an integrated circuit at the 
same instant. But accounting to some factors, this 
ideal nature is difficult to achieve thus affecting the 
performance of the integrated circuit with which the 
clock distribution network is embedded. 
Minimization of the clock uncertainties with in the 
operating range in necessary for reliable operation of 
any digital system. Since the path from clock source 
to the processing elements of the integrated circuit 
which is routed via distribution networks consists of 
buffers (distribution logic) and interconnects, the 
clock signal may not at arrive at the inputs of 
processing elements at the same time.  

Fig.1 An example of clock distribution network 

This time difference between two clock signals 
reaching their destination is called clock skew. 
Another factor that can hinder the performance of 
clock distribution networks is the clock jitter. It is a 
characteristic of the clock source and can be defined 
as the “deviation of the clock edge from its ideal 
location” and this deviation is typically caused by 
interference from nearby circuitry, noise, power 
variations, clock source circuitry etc. These two 
variations are considered as main parameters for the 
design of clock networks. The timing diagrams for a 
network with the clock generated from phased locked 
loop are as shown. 

 
Fig.2. Timing diagrams for skew and jitter for a combinational 

logic with source from PLL 
 
In System-on-chip, performance can also be affected 
by some other factorssome of them OCV (on chip 
variations). These variations are caused because of 
reduction in physical geometries which further 
introduce uncertainties due to random effects and 
impact due to wire capacitance and resistances.  
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Other variations include temperature effects, device 
variations etc. The frequency with which a 
microprocessor works significantly increased in the 
past few decades and the reason behind is because of 
the alterations occurring in clock skew and clock 
jitter in the clock distribution networks of those 
processors. The trends with the processor frequency 
are as follows: 

 
Fig.3 Clock skew v/s processor frequency trend 

 
Fig.4 Clock Jitter v/s processor frequency trend 

 
II. CLOCK SKEW  
 
As stated above, Clock skew is the spatial variation of 
clock signal as it is distributed through out the chip. It 
can be caused due to different things such as wire 
interconnects, due to temperature variations, 
coupliing of capacitors, material imperfections and so 
on.Skew is classified into may types depending upon 
various considerations. They are briefly stated as 
follows and some classifications are shown: 
 
 Internal and External skew depending on 

whether the skew is due to devices and gates 
internally or whether is due to unbalanced path 
length or output loading or due to other effects. 

 Part-to-part skew (or package skew) and Pin-to-
pin skew (or output skew) on whether the two 
identical devices (the difference between their 

propagation delay is the cause for skew) are in 
different devices or in same part of the device. 

 Pusle skew or Duty cycle skew which occurs due 
to difference between high-to-low and low-to-
high propogation delays. 

 Positive and negative clock skew depending on 
whether the skew is leading or lagging the actual 
clock signal. 

 Intra and Inter clock skew depending on whether 
the clock domain is same or whether the clocks 
are in different domains.  

 
Fig.5 Postive and negative skew (leading and lagging) 

 
 

Fig.6 Pulse skew diagram with skew (tp) = tplh - tphl 

 
Although clock skew is harmful as it deteriorate 
performance of the chip, it can also be beneficial 
sometimes.  This is called useful skew and in this 
there reduction in time dealy occurs locally and hence 
the available time increases thus giving sufficient 
time for the data to be stable and solve timing 
violation. However, negative effects of skew 
dominate the positive effects and this deleterious 
skew is called harmful skew. Harmful skew has two 
effects on timing known as timing violations.The 
effects are of two types: 
 Setup violation is associated with setup time. It is 

the minimum time before the clock’s active edge 
by which the data must be stable so that it can be 
lacthed correctly. If there is any unstability in 
data (change in data) it is termed as Setup 
violaton. 
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 Hold violation is associated with hold time. It is 
the minimum time after the clock’s active edge 
during which the data must be stable to be 
latched correctly. If there is any unstability 
occuring in this time it is termed as Hold 
violation. 

 
Thus the techniques used for designing clock 
distribution networks are such that there occurs 
minimum skew or reducing the sources that cause 
them. The techniques and types so that the skew is 
made low are discussed in the later sections. 
 
III. CLOCK JITTER 
 
As noted, clock jitter can be defined as “temporal 
variation of clock with respect to referene edge” and 
the clock dsitribution networks are designed such that 
this constraint is minimized. Clock jitter is classified 
depending on how it is measured: 
 Period jitter is the deviation specified as an 

average value over a clock period deviation over 

the selected cycles (RMS value) or can also also 
be defined as the difference between maximum 
and minimum deviation in a selected group 
(peak-to-peak period jitter). 

 Phase jitter which is the frequency domain 
representation of noise, rapid, short-term 
fluctuations in the phase of the waveform. 

 Time Interval error jitter (TIE) measures the 
deviation between each active edge of the clock 
and the corresponding edge of an ideal clock.  

 Cycle to cyce jitter is the deviation between two 
adjacent clock cycles over a random number of 
clock cycles. 

 
Jitter effects are similar to that of skew as the clock 
delay of the circuit due to jitter affects setup and hold 
times thus causing setup and hold violations as 
explained above. Hence, this will bring into question 
the performance of the chip. So, the jitter values must 
be known to determine a design margin using the 
command “set_clock_uncertainity” for the chip. 

 
Fig.7 TIE jitter diagram 

 

 
Fig.8 Cycle-to-Cycle Jitter timing diagram 

 
IV. REQUIREMENTS AND CHALLENGES 
 
Because of the clock distribution networks system 
speed, physical die area and power dissipation are 
greatly affected.For developing clock networks the 
structure topology as well as design methods must be 
considered. 

 
REQUIREMENTS: 
 Setup and hold timing constraints so that the 

equation; 
 
TCLK ≥ tLogic + ttid + tSETUP  + tHOLD + tSKEW  

 
 must be satisfied to esnure that register latche 

correct data to the output and here Tclk is the total 
clock period, tlogic is the delay due to 
combinational path,  ttid is the transistor internal 
delay, tSETUP is the Setup time, tHOLD is the Hold 
time and tskew is the clock skew. 

 Clock attributes which include Clock 
uncertainities (skew and jitter), Clock 
distribution latency (or Clock distribution delay) 
and Clock duty cycle. These attributes denote 
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clock characteristics that effect setup and hold 
constraints and hecne they must be known. 

 Clock Distribtuion Power to determine the 
impact of distribution topology. Ideally, the 
clock distribution power should not exceed more 
than 10% of total chip power. 

 
DESIGN CHALLENGES: 
 As there is increase in frequency to enhance chip 

performance, there is a need that the distribution 
networks must support higher clock frequencies. 
The increase in processor clock frequency trend 
is as shown in the figure. 

 
Fig.9 Processor clock frequency trend 

 
 The need for the clock to travel a longer 

distances and higher clock loading which were 
the consequences of higher level of integration 
and large die size which further were due to the 
allowance of process technology scaling. 

 This technology scaling may lead to increase in 
on-die and on chip variations which if not 
properly addressed may erode the chip 
performance. 

 
V. CLOCK DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
This section discusses different types of clock 
distribution topologies designed keeping in mind the 
challenges and requirements. They are classified as 
follows: 
 
1. UNCONSTRAINED CLOCK TREE OR 
BUFFERED CLOCK NETWORK:  
It a clock network designed with little or no 
restriction on the number of buffered stages and 
direct match between interconnect delays and the 
buffer delays. It’s advantages are such that it 
maintains high quality waveform shapes and have 
balanced delay paths. It consists of a global clock 
signal that is buffered at several points at 
internconnects to boost the clock signal. The 
disadvantage with the use of these buffers is such that 
they can introduce delay to the clock signals on their 
path and the clock transistion on the fro input to 
output on these powers lead to additional dynamic 
power loss. As the clock signal has high switching 
speeds, the transition is more rapid and hence there is 

a a significant power loss which can hinder the 
performance of the chip. Because of these 
limitations,this design is usually restricted to small or 
local blocks with in a larger network. 
2. GRID TYPE CLOCK DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK: 
In general, a tree style distribution generally rely on 
separate branches to distribute the conventional clock 
signa to the local functional blocks. Typically, as a 
processor has a numerous local functional blocks 
these networks must rely on their branches to provide 
the clock signals. Hence this deep distribution tree 
exhibits large delays and hence the skew increases 
and the performance is decreased. 
This drawback in tree networks is eliminated in the 
grid type networks as there exists fully connected 
clock tracks in both X and Y directions and grid 
drivers connected on all foru sides of the network. 
Hence here all local blocks can be connected directly 
to the grid. As it consists of 2-dimensional grids it 
effectively short all grid drivers and hence the delay 
mismatches are low thus reducing the clock skew. 
But also because of these more number of grid based 
paths there exists lot of excess interconnect and 
ultimately there is large power dissipation form the 
grid based networks. 

 
Fig.10 Unconstrained clock tree 

 

 
Fig.11 Grid based clock distribution network 
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3. BALANCED TREE DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK: 
The clock distribtution networks are designed such 
that they exhibits minimum skew by reducing the 
timing mismatches thus enhancing the efficiency of 
the chip. But the routing that is done in the networks 
to achieve zero skew demand a large clock paths thus 
creating new problems like more power dissipation, 
more interconnects to be connected in the path and 
increase the complex nature of the circuit. 
Balanced tree network works keeping these two 
contradictory points stable and hence operating in a 
balanced way. That is, this network achieves routing 
in symmetric way such that the skew is zero. With 
identical buffer and interconnect segments, this tree 
exhibits zero structural skew and good tracking. The 
clocks at the end of the distribtuion branches serve a 
small local region. The size and number of local 
regions will determine the depth of the tree. Higher 
the regions, more is the depth. It is obvious that this 
tree again does not produce ideal zero skew 
practically, as at some instance the clock signal must 
be rerouted to the registers. But the block size is 
taken such that this skew becomes insignificant. 
There are different types of balanced distribution 
networks depending upon the type of arrangement of 
the clock routing paths and they are, H-tree, X-tree 
and Tapered tree and the diagrams re shown below. 
The H-tree is widely implemented topology whereas 
X-tree and Tapered tree are alternative topologies. 
The X-tree exhibits properties similar to H-tree and 
incorporates nonrectilinear trunks. In the case of 
tapered tree (or tapered H-tree) the trunks are such 
that they progressively keep decreasing as the signal 
propogates from signal to the roots of the tree. This is 
done to minimize the reflections of high speed clock 
variations. 

 
Fig.12 H-Tree clock distribution network 

 
 

Fig.13 X-Tree clock distribution network 
 
 

 
 

Fig.14 Tapered Tree distribution network 
 
In general, a balanced tree are designed such that it 
transmits the clock signals to all the clock regions of 
the die in both horizantal and vertical dimensions. 
The Binary tree is a type of balanced tree in which 
the clock signals are transmitted to all regions either 
in vertical or in horizantal manner in a balanced way. 
A Binary tree works in a similar manner as that of H-
tree but is preferred over H-tree because of its few 
advantages due to the possibilty of buffers placing at 
as short distances (close proximity). They are: 
 Due to close proximity in binary tree,  the 

sensitivity to on-chip or on-die variations (OCV) 
are reduced. 

 There is difficulty in achieveing idealized 
locations for the buffers in H-tree, whereas this is 
possible in binary tree due to close proximity. 
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Fig.15 Binary tree distribtution network 

 
4. SPINE TREE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
     Spine tree network can be viewed as a 
combination of grid clock network and and binary 
clock network discussed above. The Clock spine tree 
is driven by a large buffer hence replacing the intial 
levels of clock buffering. Thus this replacement 
decreases the number of buffers and ultimately there 
is decrease in clock propogation delay (or latency). 
Also, the limitation here is such that the existence of 
large buffer has more interconnects thus there is 
additional power loss.  
Spine network can be classified into two types 
depending on the the branches connected are 
restricted ot not. They are as follows: 
 

CENTRAL SPINE: It is an implementation of the 
binary tree in which the clock is propogated in a 
balanced way till the final load branches as shown 
below. All the buffers and branches are shorted at the 
end of the symmetry which is similar to the grid type 
of network. In this type, the final branches are routed 
to local loads in an unconstrained manner. The 
structural skew for the binary part is zero where as 
residua skew exists due to end unsymmetry. 
 
SPINE WITH MATCHED BRANCHES:  
 
 This network is similar to  that of central spine 

(single spine) tree bu the difference here is that 
the unconstrained branches are replaced with 
delay matching branches. These branches may 
vary in they lenghts from lon to short and paths  
to compensate the delay and to reach the local 
loads at the same time. Of these, the longest of 
all the branches determine the maximum delay 
that can occur in reaching the local regions.  

 Sometimes there exists more than one spine in 
this type if the routing distance to the smallest 
branch is large and hence extra spine is needed to 
complete the routing. This case is called multiple 
spine with mathched branches. Dividing the chip 
into several sectors by these multiple spines is 
the practical approach used now a days. 
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Fig.16 Central spine distribution network 

 
Fig.17 Spine with matched branches 

 
5. HYBRID TREE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
For a system on chip network, the network can be combination of different topologies mentioned above and the 
combination depends upon the interconnects and capacitance. Some common configurations include spine-grid 
combinations, tree-grid combinations etc. This partitioning the skew enables intentional skew rebalancing across 
the regions. The following figure shows the hybridization of H-tree, Unconstrianed tree and Central spine tree 
networks. 
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Fig.18 Example of an Hybrid Tree Network  
VI. SCHEMATIC AND SIMULATION RESULTS   
 
Some of the The above discusses clock networks are designed 
by their schematics and simulated using LT spice XVII software. Here, as shown in the schematics, a A.C 
voltage source is considered as the input main clock which provide the clock signals and the parameters of the 
main clock is taken as shown by “PULSE ()” in the figures. Among structurally symmteric networks, H-Tree is 
only presented because other yield same resulst as the H-Tree. 
 

 
 

Fig.19 Unconstrained clock tree schematic and its respective simulation 
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Fig.20 Grid based clock distribution network schematic and simulation. 

 
 

Fig.21 H-tree based clock distribution network schematic and simulation 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
By way of conclusion, in this paper, different types of 
clock network topologies along with their advantages 
and disadvantages are presented. Various trends 
regarding clock skew and jitter and their effects, 
reduction methodologies were discussed. The clock 
skew and clock jitter can be minimized by selection 
of proper clock distribtution network and the 
parameters that affect it. Here, the clock distribution 
networks are schematically designed and simulated in 
LT spice but also can be analyzed in different other 
tools such as Cadence ADEL and spectre simulator, 
Xilinx ISE etc. Also, in order to address the clock 
network design challenges succesfully, fundamental 
clocking requirements must be checked properly, 
key-design paramters that effect clock networks etc. 
must be considered.  
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